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Parish Office 

The Old School 
Grantham Road 

Bottesford 
NG13 0DF 

01949 222478 
   

 
Parish Council Planning Committee Meeting  
 
Draft Minutes of the Planning Committee meeting held on Wednesday 29th 
January 2020 at 7.15 pm at The Old School, Bottesford. 
 
PC/001/20.  Welcome and introductions 
BB welcomed all present gave a brief outline of the purpose of the Planning 
Committee and introduced committee members and invited guests.  As a number of 
members of the public were in attendance proposed by BB, seconded by TB the 
committee unanimously RESOLVED to approve starting the meeting with a period of 
public participation. 
 
Public Session. 
The following points were raised by residents of Granary Close: 

1. Granary Close is a quiet cul-de-sac about 10 years old, younger residents 
play in the street, there are also elderly residents in the Close.  Residents are 
concerned that the safety of residents would be compromised by the 
increased numbers of vehicles using Granary Close, which they thought on 
purchasing their properties was a private drive.  The drive is only 4.8m wide 
which would only allow for one-way traffic, this could cause back up of traffic 
and the possibility of cars needing to reverse. 

2. There are currently 2 significant developments in Bottesford (Bellways and 
Millers) in addition to Barratts on Grantham Road.  Residents understand the 
need to provide homes, but the Local Plan covers the period up to 2036, does 
all building have to take place immediately? There is plenty of time to meet 
the housing requirement in the Plan. 

3. The existing parking provision on Granary Close in inadequate, this problem 
would be exacerbated should this development be permitted. 

4. The proposed new dwellings would result in a loss of privacy for existing 
residents of Granary Close who, whilst understanding they do not have a right 
to open views, feel the proposed development would result in new dwellings 
overlooking existing properties. 

5. Construction vehicles would be using Granary Close for the period of any 
build, this would impact all residents. 

6. There are very few green areas within the village of Bottesford and it makes 
no sense to take the few that exist away.  This has a detrimental impact on 
the ecology and environment.  Green areas are needed to soak up rain and 
they also add to residents enjoyment of the local area. 

7. The impact of the proposal on one elderly resident was raised.  The resident 
is already upset by the proposal which seeks permission to build a bungalow 
in front of their property which would spoil the view and take the light.  In 
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additional the impact of mud from construction traffic making the roads and 
pavements slippery would pose a significant risk. 

8. The land next to the proposed development is already the subject of a 
planning application.  It would make more sense to have one single access 
road and not use Granary Close. 

9. Developments such as this keep taking the green out of the village and the 
result will be Bottesford becoming a small town not a village.  This is not what 
residents want and the primary school cannot manage the additional numbers 
from these developments. 

10. The ecological survey may assert that there are no bats but this is not the 
case.  Bats in the area were reported in 2017 and current residents have bats 
in their properties and see them flying in the evening. 

 
BB did mention that there is currently only one comment on the Melton Borough 
Council Planning portal and encouraged residents to submit their views.  Residents 
asked why only 2 households had received notification of the plans.  Planning Officer 
Andrew Cunningham said only properties adjoining the development would have 
received notification but a sign had been put up.  The resident asserted that use of 
the private road would impact all residents of Granary Close.  
 
Close Public Session and open Parish Council Meeting (7.45pm) 
Members present: 
Cllr. Bob Bayman (BB) 
Cllr Tony Bennett (TB) 
Richard Simon (RS) 
Charles Daybell (CD) 
 
Invited Guests: 
Colin Wilkinson (Plan-it X, Town and Country Planning Services) (CW) 
Nick Turner (Chair of the Earl of Rutland and Dr Fleming’s Hospital Trust) (NT) 
Andrew Cunningham (Planning Officer, Melton Borough Council) (AC) 
 
Also present: 
Mrs. Lucy Flavin (Clerk) 
7 members of the public. 
 
PC/002/20.  To receive and approve apologies for absence.  
There were none 
 
PC/003/20.  To receive declarations of interest under the Councils Code of 
Conduct related to business on the agenda. 
CD explained that his connect to the adjoining site is name only, TB has a relative on 
the adjoining site, it was agreed neither has a pecuniary interest. 
 
PC/004/20.  To ask the developers to take the committee through the proposed 
scheme outlined in application 20/00009/OUT – Land South of Granary Close, 
Bottesford. 
CW presented the scheme on behalf of the applicant: 
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This application follows the identification of the land in question as a site allocation in 
the Melton Local Plan.  This application is for part of the allocated site, the remainder 
of the site is behind Daybells Farm and is already subject to a planning application 
which has been approved by committee subject to conditions and the resolution of a 
s106 application. 
 
The site, called BOT 1 in the Local Plan, is identified as a single allocation although it 
is subject to two applications. The Plan identifies the site has having a potential build 
capacity of 41.  This number is not a target or a limit, the two applications together 
are currently looking for 36. 
 
Plan-it X would like to have co-ordinated with the plans for the adjoining site but the 
application for the other half was put in quickly over a year ago.  The team used on 
this application is made up of mostly the same people as the other application. 
 
BB asserted that it would make sense for the developers to work together to remove 
the need for two of everything i.e attenuation ponds; publics spaces; access etc.  
This would create a more coherent plan which could benefit from work already done 
with the other applicant which has resulted in a less dense scheme more in fitting 
with the topography of the local area. As it stands the two developments would look 
incongruous next to each other. 
 
CD pointed out the Local Plan Appendix 1 (Site Allocations and Policies) page 13 of 
which asserts; 
 

Policy BOT 1:  Development of the site reference BOT 1 will be supported provided : 
 it is ensured that no diverse impacts will affect the nearby Local Wildlife Site located 

in proximity to the southern boundary; 
 the footpath link through the centre of the site to Grantham Road is retained and 

enhanced with additional landscaping and improved boundary treatment; 
 the site can be developed as a single comprehensive development; 

 flood mitigation measures have been put in place and the drainage infrastructure is 
available to accommodate the surface water from this site.  

 
CW reminded the committee that the applications for both parts of the site are 
Outline applications and therefore layout are only indicative and are not necessarily 
what will be proposed at the Reserved Matters stage.  No conclusions should 
currently be drawn from these layouts.  AC confirmed this point saying that many 
points raised could not be fully taken into consideration at this stage for this reason.  
BB noted that when raising concerns regarding another application with Jim Worley 
(Assistant Director for Planning and Housing Delivery) the Parish Council had been 
told issues should have been raised at Outline stage. 
 
CW stated that the proposed housing mix is policy compliant with 77% of the 
proposed dwelling being 2 or 3 bedrooms.  There are bungalows within this number.  
The density of the proposal represents 25 dwellings per hectare.  BB feels the 
Daybells scheme seems much calmer but CW is of the opinion that this scheme may 
look very different at Reserved Matters stage. 
 
CD pointed out the fact that the proposed access road for the other site is much 
wider and the use of Granary Close for construction vehicles and other site traffic 
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into the future would be very awkward for residents.  There seems to be a lack nof 
vision for the future. 
 
CW stated Granary Close was designed with the view of this site being developed 
and has a design capability of approximately 60 dwellings.  The highways authority 
will make its own judgement on this issue.  The two charities involved in this scheme 
are not house builders and will not be developing the site.  The objective of this 
application is to establish the principle of development, the subsequent detailed 
application would be submitted by the successful purchaser of the land.  The current 
interested party is also talking to the owner of the Daybells site.  BB pointed out that 
whilst this could result in one coherent plan it could also mean loss of any community 
connection.  NT said the trusts will be choosing the builder very carefully. 
 
PC/005/20.  To receive input/observations with regards to item 004/20. 
RS expressed a concern that many comments have been made that are felt not to 
be appropriate at this stage but where do these comments go to ensure they are 
addressed at a later stage?  AC asserted that any comments made at Outline Stage 
would be passed on to the applicant at Reserved Matters. 
 
Concerns raised by committee members related to;  

1. Housing Stock  
2. Access  
3. Environment  
4. Build Period 

  
A summary of points raised; 

 Lack of cohesive plan over whole BOT 1 site 
 Height/scale of the application incongruous with village location and adjoining 

site. 
 Failure to acknowledge needs of young families and elderly residents.  
 Lack of parking/garages which will exacerbate existing access and traffic 

concerns. 
 It will be necessary for residents to drag wheelie bins down a very long private 

drive. 
 Lack of reference to; charging points; water butts; ground source heating. 
 Two applications will mean two of everything such as SUDS, this needs to be 

done properly as an amenity not a dangerous eyesore. 
 Inappropriate access particularly with regards to the width of road and the 

volume of traffic.  When the bus is at the bus stop there is very poor visibility 
for vehicles coming out of Granary Close. 

 Lack of connecting paths. 
 There must be an absolute guarantee that construction vehicles leaving the 

site turn right towards the A52 not through the village.  This must be enforced 
not just lip service. 

 
CW and NT left the meeting at 20.50. 
 
PC/006/20.  To discuss and agree recommendations with regards to planning 
application 20/00009/OUT. 
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The main concern of the committee is the need for BOT 1 to be viewed as a single 
plot.  AC asserted that the Planning Department can only consider the application in 
front of it. 
 
BB proposed that the notes from the meeting be written up by himself and the Clerk 
and be circulated amongst the committee.  The agreed notes would then be put 
before the Parish Council on 10th February.  This was seconded by CD and the 
committee RESOLVED unanimously to approve the proposal.  
 
PC/007/20.  To discuss and agree any items for the next meeting. 
None 
 
PC/008/20. Close the meeting. 
The meeting closed at 21.18 
 
 
 
 
 


